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Context
• Risk of Unacceptable Health and Mission Outcomes Due to Limitations of In-
flight Medical Capabilities
• Lack of adequate protection for medications to preserve stability and shelf life 
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Medication use on STS and ISS






• ISS CHeCS Medical Kit (2008): 120 medications
54 solid formulations (tablets, capsules)
11 semi-solid formulations (creams, ointments)
34 liquid formulations in bottles
19 liquid injectable formulations
2 inhalers
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Medication shelf life
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About medication stability
• Chemical integrity and potency of active ingredient
• Appearance, dissolution, suspendability
• Resistance to microbial growth
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Medications do expire
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About medication stability
• Some expired medications are ineffective
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Context
• Risk of Unacceptable Health and Mission Outcomes Due to Limitations of In-
flight Medical Capabilities
• Lack of adequate protection for medications to preserve stability and shelf life 
in exploration class missions
• Development of methods/technologies for protecting medications in spaceflight






Medication Storage and Protection System 
(MSPS)
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Project goals
Identify factors affecting medication stability
↓
Generate operational concepts for MSPS
↓
Write functional requirements for MSPS
↓
Draft verification requirements for MSPS
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Factors affecting medication stability
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Water content variation




















Controlled Room Temperature: 15-30°C, mean 
<25°C
• Some medications have specific requirements
Everything!
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Light
• < 200 nm → Absorbed by air
• 320-350 nm (UV) → Maximal medication sensitivity
• > 800 nm → Heat transfer
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Ionizing radiations
• Solar Particle Events (SPE)
• Galactic Cosmic Rays (GCR)
???
Effective shields: water, polyurethane
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Current NASA practice
• Medications repackaged in plastic bags
• Stored in Nomex cases within CHeCS

















Complete protection between 200 nm and 800 nm during storage
Partial protection between 290 nm and 450 nm during access
Mean storage temperature between 8°C and 15°C
Protection from oxygen contact
Standard USP packaging requirements
Shielding from solar particle events
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Other requirements
• Fast access
< 60 seconds (nominal)?
< 30 seconds (emergency)?
• Ability to repackage opened medications
• Integration with the Medical Consumables Tracking system
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Beyond MSPS
Mission to MarsPrepDistribution
0 1 y 2 y 3 y 4 y 5 y
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